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TRANSCRIPT

Tutorial - Tubular Bind Off

The tubular bind off is a great invisible bind off that actually matches the tubular cast on which we have a tutorial 

for in another video. What’s great about this particular bind off is it’s elasticity, which makes it great for hemlines 

and cuffs. Kristen TenDykes Drifter pattern from our Autumn Volume Six Collection features this technique. Now 

it can seem a little complicated and a little bit like you’re doing kitchner stitch, which I know isn’t all of our favorite 

thing, but it looks so good. I think you’re definitely gonna find it worth it.

What you need is your project, a yarn needle, and some scissors for the occasion. Now I’ve gone ahead and done 

this, but you’re going to want to cut your yarn and you want to make sure that it’s about give or take four times the 

width of your actual stitches or the width of your project. Plus a little bit extra for safety. When you’ve cut that you’re 

going to insert the yarn or thread your yarn needle with the tail. And we’re going to begin and we’re going to begin 

some sewing. Step one is where, when we’re beginning with a knit stitch, we’re going to insert our yarn needle knit 

wise through the knit stitch, just like, so when you pull your yarn through, don’t pull it too tight. We want to keep 

it a little bit loose, but not so loose that it’s sloppy. It takes a little practice to figure out what that proper tension is. 

And we’re going to go ahead and pull the stitch off the needle just like that.

Now, we’re going to skip the next stitch on the left hand needle, and we’re going to work straight into this second 

stitch. So set step two is to insert our yarn needle, purl wise, into that second stitch and pull our yarn all the way 

through. Just like that.

Step three begins with a purl stitch, don’t count that yarn that we just pulled through in front of it. You can pull 

that down and see that it was indeed a purl stitch. So step three, with our purl stitch, we’re going to insert our yarn 

needle, purl wise, through that stitch and pull it off the knitting needle, just like that. We’re going to bring our yarn 

here through the back.

And for step four, I want you to take your yarn needle and insert it between the first and second stitch on the left 

hand knitting needle straight through from back to front, no picking up stitches, no grabbing the, any threads just 

straight through right in between those two stitches.

Now that it’s back on the front for step five, we’re going to insert our yarn needle knit wise, through this second 

stitch coming out through the back, make sure you actually go through the stitch and pull our yarn through.

So our next step now is to basically just repeat those steps one through five. So I’ll show it to you again. Step one. 

We’re going to insert our yarn needle through the first stitch and take it right off the needle. Just like this. Step two, 

skip the first stitch and purl into the second stitch. Bring this up. So there you go. Step three is to insert our needle, 

purl wise through the stitch and take it off the needle. Just like so, now we’re going to come around to the back. And 

for step four, we’re going to insert our yarn needle between first and second stitch and bring it all the way through 

to the front and for step five, we’re going to insert our, yarnneedle knit wise into that second step. There we go. You 

can see we’re starting to get a little bit of that look here. Now. Don’t worry. I’m going to have all of these little steps 

written short form for you in a PDF download because it is a little bit fiddly, but we are going to repeat that steps 

one through five all the way down until we’ve worked through all of the stitches.
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Another way of looking or trying to memorize the pattern is that you always start, it goes knit, knit, purl, purl. So 

just knit into that one. So I’m going to knit off, purl on, purl off, knit off, knit off, purl on, purl off. When I get to that 

last stitch, I’ve just knit this one off. I like to come around just to the back here and purl the next stitch off, just like 

so, give me a little snug and voila! We have, albeit that was a little sloppy at the beginning, but nobody’s perfect. 

The ribbing circles all the way around the project, you be all like, where did you start , where did you end?And that’s 

how you work the tubular bind off.


